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Economy, Energy & Fair work Committee 

Energy Inquiry 

Electric Vehicle Focus Group - Monday 13 January 2020 - Stirling 

 

Question 1. 

Participants were asked to discuss the following question in smaller groups and 
come to an agreement on 3 key points to feed back to the committee. 

Explore the impact of increasing numbers of EV's on electricity generation, 
transmission and distribution? 

 

Table 1. 

 The National Grid will not be the problem. It will be the local substations 
where the bottleneck will occur. There is also a problem around whose 
responsibility it is to change how the grid works (ie from a network that 
distributes energy to one that can also receive energy) 

 The Grid is set up at present to deliver power to premises as opposed to 
people. We are moving towards a situation where we will have 30 million 
energy customers who are mobile and not linked to a property and who are 
choosing their energy account based on their vehicle and not their premises. 
Energy companies will have to adapt to this change. 

 There will need to be a big drive on consumer behaviour to encourage "smart 
charging" and avoid the situation where everyone returns from work and starts 
charging their car at 5pm. Some energy companies such as Octopus energy 
are already being innovative in this area. 

Table 2. 

 Most of the impact will be at the Distribution Network Operator (DNO) level 
and will play a large part in driving the transition to a Distribution System 
Operator (DSO). Participants considered that as consumers, they could play a 
part in this by charging EVs and drawing on surplus power when it is being 
produced (e.g. when windy), thus reducing constraint costs. 

 Scotland is on the cusp of a tipping point for EVs – there are over 20 new 
models of EV coming in 2020/21, however there is a desperate need for pre-
emptive investment in distribution systems and charging infrastructure, which 
is not happening. 

 Consumer behaviour is key to successful EV integration with electricity 
distribution – if smart systems and 2-way power flows are implemented, and 
charging is timed with system availability and lower prices, then the need for 
extra generating capacity can be kept down.  

Table 3. 

 You can’t crack a future problem with today’s technology – the point being 
that much of the potential impact of EV uptake on generation etc. over the 
next decade plus seemed to be framed in the context of where we are right 
now. 
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 Consumer behaviour is key – 80% of charging likely to happen at home and 
not at the equivalent of a petrol station. 

 Reference was made to a National Grid paper from August 2017 which 
addressed speculation in the media at the time of the UK Government’s EVs 
announcement. The paper stated that the Grid’s Future Energy Scenarios 
(FES), an analysis of future energy demands, had “been cited incorrectly and 
sometimes out of context” and it wished “to clear up some of the 
misconceptions”. The conclusions being:  

o “The additional peak demand from EVs in that scenario is not 30 GW 
but more likely to be 5 GW. 

o The 30 GW often quoted is from our more extreme, but possible, 
sensitivity called High EV. 

o In this sensitivity there are no nuclear power stations by 2050 – and 
certainly not 10 as often quoted. 

o Nuclear power stations would not be the best option for meeting peak 
demand.” 

 

Question 2. 

Participants were then asked to discuss the following question focussing first on the 
barriers and then the solutions. 

What more needs to be done to promote a change in culture where EV's are 
the preferred alternative to fossil fuelled vehicles? 

 
Table 1. 

Barriers Solutions 

 Poor publicity about where 
chargers are situated 

 Electric Vehicles are too 
expensive 

 Access to charging points 

 Mind-set 

 Fear of running out of power 

 Range 

 Time spent charging v filling up 
with petrol 

 Standardised signage and 
standards 

 Every politician should drive an 
EV 

 Promote third party apps like 
Plugshare, zap-map and Watts 
Up. 

 Car sharing services/Community 
car clubs (App based and on 
demand) 

 More "destination chargers / 
Lifestyle charging" 
(supermarkets, shopping centres, 
cinema, gym etc) 

 More charge point availability 

 Contactless charging for 
chargers (no more RFID's) 

 Electric buses/HGV's 

 OFGEM and DNO's - changing 
the remit, encourage anticipatory 
costs, up front spend 

http://fes.nationalgrid.com/media/1264/ev-myth-buster-v032.pdf
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Table 2. 

Barriers Solutions 

 Demand v Supply for EV models 
- shortage 

 Perceptions of total cost of 
ownership - seeing past the 
sticker price 

 Range anxiety 

 Perception of depreciation vs 
reality 

 Initial cost barrier - EV loan 
essential 

 Charging for the 40-50% without 
off-street parking 

 Bad experiences with public 
charging 

 Perceptions about battery 
lifespan vs reality 

 Education & 'Experience days' 

 Need redundancy for charging 
units 

 incentives/requirements for EV 
bus fleets 

 Community Car Clubs to 
overcome both charging without 
off-street parking and cost barrier 
to entry 

 Model changes for users: 
ditching cars and being 
incentivised to use EV buses, 
rail, e-bikes 

 All the solutions to public 
charging were outlines by Euan 
McTurk 

 Continued public funding support 
for public chargers, especially in 
rural areas 

 End free-to-use charging due to; 
bad behaviour by EV users 
overstaying; costly vs an asset 
for local authorities; disincentive 
for commercial networks to invest 

 Requirement for bus franchises 
to deploy a certain (and 
increasing) percentage of EV's in 
fleet 

 Support for EV vans and ULEV-
style bans/restrictions for ICE 
vans in poor air quality areas and 
city centres 

 Public charging provision in 
areas of high density housing - 
lamp post charging etc. 

 Support for retrofitting EV drive 
trains in to existing ICE 
vans/taxis in particular 

 Support for garage mechanics to 
up skill, retrain and equip 
garages to be able to maintain 
EVs: especially in remote areas 

 Support available from HEVRA 
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Table 3. 

Barriers Solutions 

 Education (driving cultural 
change) and making EVs 
relevant to all 

 Subsidy? 

 Price (artificially high) 

 Charging options - visibility 

 Death (as with “smoking will kill 
you” so with not ending carbon 
emissions) 

 Schools, Colleges, Media, 
Roadshows (Dealers to pay) 

 Dealer training - lack of 
knowledge 

 Electrify HGV/Buses 

 Access to bus lanes (for a limited 
period) 

 Zero emission zones (Free 
parking – as in Dundee) 

 Signage for charging points 

 Charging behaviour/etiquette 

 Health benefits of not using an 
internal combustion engine 

 Try one – test driving an EV a 
sure way to converting the 
sceptical 

 Not Hybrids! 

 Listen to the wisdom of youth. A 
Dundee taxi firm that went EV 
early on – started when owner’s 
grandkids educated him in 
environmental benefits 

 Need for a standard charging 
technology  

 Win-win for businesses and their 
staff if companies are 
encouraging EV take-up 

 


